One of the central problems of the liquid-glass transition is whether there is a structural signature that can qualitatively distinguish different dynamic behaviors at different degrees of supercooling. Here, we propose a novel structural characterization based on the spatial correlation of local density and we show the locally dense-packed structural environment has a direct link with the slow dynamics as well as dynamic heterogeneity in glass-formers. We find that particles with large local density relax slowly and the size of cluster formed by the dense-packed particles increases with decreasing the temperature. Moreover, the extracted static length scale shows clear correlation with the relaxation time at different degrees of supercooling. This suggests that the temporarily but continuously formed locally dense-packed structural environment may be the structural origin of slow dynamics and dynamic heterogeneity of the glass-forming liquids.
One of the central problems of the liquid-glass transition is whether there is a structural signature that can qualitatively distinguish different dynamic behaviors at different degrees of supercooling. Here, we propose a novel structural characterization based on the spatial correlation of local density and we show the locally dense-packed structural environment has a direct link with the slow dynamics as well as dynamic heterogeneity in glass-formers. We find that particles with large local density relax slowly and the size of cluster formed by the dense-packed particles increases with decreasing the temperature. Moreover, the extracted static length scale shows clear correlation with the relaxation time at different degrees of supercooling. This suggests that the temporarily but continuously formed locally dense-packed structural environment may be the structural origin of slow dynamics and dynamic heterogeneity of the glass-forming liquids.
PACS numbers: 61.20.Ja, 61.20.Lc, 64.70.PUpon cooling, glass forming liquids display markedly slow and heterogeneous dynamics but unperceivable change in its static pair correlations [1, 2] . Although intense attention has been paid to explore the structural origin of slow dynamics and dynamical heterogeneity, a more convincing view is still lack and the relationship between structure and dynamics seems to be quite complex [3, 4] . It is still unclear whether the glass transition is due to an underlying thermodynamic phase transition or purely dynamic process in nature. The related modecoupling theory, which predicts the dynamics solely based on the static pair correlations, is found to be failed to explain the nonperturbative effect of attractive forces in supercooled liquids, suggesting the inefficiency of pair correlation when describing the structural change of glassforming liquid [5] [6] [7] .
To unveil static quantities, several different ideas have been proposed. The locally preferred structural order, accompanied with little density change, is claimed to be the cause of the slow dynamics, as growing in its length scales with increasing the degree of supercooling in several systems [8] [9] [10] [11] . However, this method shows clearly system dependences [12] , and is hard to be extended to different glass-formers (e.g., the high dimensional liquids [13] and the strong frustrated glass formers [14] ). Recently, a more general method investigating the point-to-set (PTS) correlations in the amorphous system emerged and attracted lots of attention [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . It is worth noting that the obtained modest increase of the static PTS length scale (ξ P T S ) shows clear decoupling with the dramatic increase of the dynamical length characterizing spatial heterogeneities of the glass-formers [19] [20] [21] , which arouses heated debates on the relationship between structure and dynamics of glass-formers. Clearly, exploring more general structural signatures of slow dynamics is crucial to understand the structural origin of the slow dynamics and dynamic heterogeneity for glassforming liquids.
For glass formers, one of the most pronounced features is that particles are trapped in the transient cages [22] [23] [24] [25] , which leads to the rigid nature of amorphous materials. This brings an intriguing question that whether this localization dynamics corresponds to the change of the local structural environment. A perfect candidate, i. e., the local density (ρ l ), which can be determined from the Voronoi cell volume (v), can provide such local information for each particle. Previous investigations found weak correlation with dynamics based on per-particle local geometry [26, 27] . Up to now, neither indications of the spatial density correlation nor the link between the local structure characterized by ρ l and glassy dynamics was reported.
In this work, instead of concentrating on the first coordination shell local geometry, we study the spatial correlation of the relatively dense-packed structural environment and explore its links with the slow dynamics as well as dynamic heterogeneity in glass-forming liquids by means of molecular dynamics simulation. We achieve positive results of the above relationship by studying three dimensional (3D) Kob-Andersen binary Lennard-Jones mixture (LJ) [28] and its WeeksChandler-Andersen (WCA) truncation [29] over the density range from ρ = 1.2 to ρ = 1.9 (see system details in the Supplemental Material [30] ). These two systems have different dynamics at low densities in the supercooled regime while this difference shrinks as increasing ρ and almost disappears at ρ = 1.9 [5, 6, 37] . On the other hand, in the whole studied density range, the two systems have nearly identical two body static correlations at each temperature. Thus these two systems provide a perfect testbed to study whether the local density is sensitive to structural differences and whether there exists a direct link between structure and dynamics for glassformers. We demonstrate that LJ system has a larger size of clusters (< N c >) formed by the relatively densepacked particles than WCA system at lower density. This corresponds to the slower dynamics of the LJ system. Moreover, the difference of the value of < N c > for these two systems shrinks synchronously with the dynamics as increasing ρ. The extracted static length scale is found to correlate well with the degree of supercooling and also the relaxation time in the studied temperature and density range, suggesting that the locally dense-packed environment might be the main reason of slow dynamics and dynamical heterogeneity in glass-formers. To find which particles are densely packed in the system, we first implement the Voronoi constructions [38] and calculate the Voronoi cell volume v for each particle. Follow the protocol of Ref. [39] , we investigate the statistical properties of the Voronoi cells by calculating the scaled distribution of v (see Fig. 1 ). Here, v is shifted by the average Voronoi volume < v > and then normalized by the standard deviation σ v (σ
. As expected, the distributions (P (v)) only show little difference for various T and ρ and are not sensitive to the system difference, consistent with Refs. [39, 40] . Such kind of scaling collapse behavior is expected to be universal in dense liquids with relatively harder interactions, and deviations have been found in soft-potential colloidal suspensions [41] . Our results indicate similar intrinsic amorphous structure from the statistical view at different T and ρ of the LJ and WCA glass formers. Although neither the static pair correlations nor the statistical distribution of the Voronoi volumes accounts for the significant dynamic differences of these two systems, other subtle characterizations such as the higher order structural correlations [11, 42] , the PTS correlation length [18] and properties of zero-temperature glasses [37] can also capture the structural differences.
The distributions (P (v)) show little dependence on T and ρ for both LJ and WCA systems, however, the growth of the static correlations of the relatively densepacked particles exhibit marvelous connection with slow dynamics upon cooling. First, we emphasize that the local density is not correlated with local ordering, as has been proved in Refs. [8, 43, 44] . We define 13% of particles with the largest local density ρ l (ρ l = 1/v) as the relatively dense-packed particles (The qualitative results are not sensitive to the choice of the threshold value 13%). We also use other criterions to define the densely packed particles (e. g., particles with Voronoi volume satisfying (v− < v >)/σ v < −1.2 are defined as the densely packed ones) and we can obtain the very similar results (see the Supplemental Material [30] for details). For type A and type B particles, the range of ρ l is distinct, thus we sort type A and type B particles separately and choose 13% of type A particles and 13% of type B particles with the largest local density respectively as the densely packed particles. Two densely packed particles are considered as belonging to the same cluster if they are neighbors defined by the Voronoi method. The number of densely packed particles that are belonging to a cluster is defined as the single cluster size N c . The number averaged cluster size < N c > is defined as
where P (N c ) is the probability of finding a single cluster size N c , and
The value of < N c > can reflect the degree of spatial correlations between densepacked particles.
In Fig. 2 , we show the temperature dependence of the relaxation time τ α and that of the number averaged cluster size < N c > at ρ = 1.2 and ρ = 1.9 for both LJ and WCA systems. τ α is defined as F s (q p , t = τ α ) = 1/e (where F s (q p , t) is the intermediate scattering function of A particles as shown in the Supplemental Material [30] ). It is clear that both τ α and < N c > increase as the temperature is lowered, implying that < N c > can reveal unambiguous structure difference between the supercooled liquid and normal liquid as an effective static signature. At ρ = 1.2, LJ system has larger τ α and thus its dynamics is slower than the WCA system at the same T in the supercooled states (see Fig. 2(a) ). Correspondingly, < N c > is larger for LJ system (see Fig. 2(c) ). On the other hand, the < N c > difference of the two systems is small but far from negligible at high T , although τ α of the two systems is quite close. This is quite reminiscent of the predictions from the Arrhenius law that the LJ and WCA system have distinct dynamics in the high T regime at ρ = 1.2, since the active energy of the two systems is different [6] . At ρ = 1.9, both τ α and < N c > are very close for the two systems, implying both dynamics and its structural signature are similar (see Fig. 2 (b) and 2(d)). Our results show direct evidence of the correlation between static property characterized by the locally dense-packed structural environment and dynamic behavior at different degrees of supercooling in a large density range. It should be noted that, different from the static PTS correlation length [16, 17] , the present < N c > data undergoes no fitting or further processing, and this unambiguously avoids some sorts of artifacts in the interpretation of the data. This local density based spatial correlations can be an overwhelming tool to characterize the static nature of glass-formers in some systems such as the high dimensional liquids [13] or strong frustrated glass-formers [14] , in which the bond-orientational order is not obvious. We define the static correlation length of locally dense structural environment as ξ = 3 √ < N c > based on our three dimensional glass model. Similar definition in two dimensional glass-forming liquids has been used in defining the length scale of the hexatic structural order [8] [9] [10] . Next, we study the growth of ξ as increasing the degree of supercooling and its link to slow dynamics for all the density range we studied in both LJ and WCA systems. Fig. 3(a) illustrates the behavior of τ α as a function of the static length scale ξ. It is clear that τ α grows monotonically with ξ in the whole temperature range for all the systems, which is consistent with the behavior of other reported static length scales [8] [9] [10] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] as increasing the degree of supercooling. Moreover, the data in Fig.  3(a) shows that the difference between LJ and WCA systems is pronounced at ρ = 1.2, but shrinks as increasing ρ, indicating that attractive tails have a remarkable impact on the system at relatively low density, similar to the related reports [5, 6] . Inspired by the temperature dependence of the length scale of the structural order [8] , we expect that ξ behaves as where ξ 0 and A are the fitting parameters. Both the value of them reflect the intrinsic property of the system and are quantitatively impacted by the definition of dense-packed particles. Detailed discussions on ξ 0 and A can be found in the Supplemental Material [30] . T 0 is the critical glass transition point fitted by Vogel-FulcherTamman (VFT) relation
where τ 0 , D and T 0 are the fitting parameters. D is the fragility parameter, and smaller value of D corresponds to a more fragile glass former. All our simulation data can be well fitted by VFT equation (see and WCA systems in the whole density range we studied. Interestingly, all curves collapse when we plot
A , implying a direct link of the static length scale ξ and the degree of supercooling. Combining Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), we obtain the scaling relation of the static length scale ξ and the relaxation time τ α
The results of this relation at different densities in the LJ and WCA systems are shown in Fig. 3(c) . Clearly, the ξ − τ α relation supports the scaling argument of Eq. (4). As a result, our findings provide useful clues to the underlying causes of the slow dynamics in the supercooled regime. The static length scale of the densely structural environment plays a key role in determining the dynamics of the glass-forming liquids. Moreover, we test our results in other two glass models and we can also find similar collapses in the relations of both ξ − T and ξ − τ α (see the last section of the Supplemental Material [30] ). To our knowledge, this is the first finding of the link between density based spatial correlations and dynamics. Another crucial question is the relation between the locally structural environment and the dynamic heterogeneity. To characterize the dynamics of the densepacked and loose-packed particles, the self part of densepacked particles overlap q d (t) and loose-packed particles overlap q l (t) are defined as follows. We partition the simulation box into small cubic boxes with side length l s = 0.36, so that there is no more than one particle in each small cubic box. Then we define a binary digit n α i (t) to specify whether the same dense-packed particle or loose-packed particle occupies the cell i at times 0 and t.
where the sum runs over all the small cubic boxes in the system. The superscript α = d is for dense-packed particles and α = l is for loose-packed particles, respectively. Here, we also define 13% of particles with the largest local density as the dense-packed particles and 13% of particles with the smallest local density as loose-packed particles.
In Fig. 4 , we show the time dependence of q d (t) and q l (t) at T = 0.44 and ρ = 1.2 for both LJ and WCA systems. Similar to the self-intermediate scattering function as shown in Fig. S1 [30] , the overlaps show clear two-step decay for both LJ and WCA systems, indicating that both two systems are in the supercooled regime. Moreover, the LJ system has a higher shoulder for both q d (t) and q l (t), which indicates its dynamics is slower than the corresponding WCA system. This is also consistent with our previous results. More importantly, the dense-packed particles relax more slowly than the loose-packed particles by comparing q d (t) and q l (t) of the LJ system and WCA system. This phenomenon is more pronounced at lower temperatures (data of ρ = 1.2 for several temperatures for both LJ and WCA systems is shown in Fig. S3 of the Supplemental Material [30] ). This is reasonable since dense-packed particles may have less free volume to relax than the loose-packed particles. This also suggests that there exists direct link between local density and dynamic heterogeneity for glass-forming liquids. The relatively dense-packed particles relax slowly and dominant the slow relaxation dynamics.
Our results indicate that the transiently localized cages, which trap the dynamics of particles, may have a length scale much larger than the size of fist coordination shell, and growing in its size as further supercooled. The relatively dense-packed structural environment may be the structural presentation of low potential energy domains, since it has been found that particles with low potential energy move slowly and clusters formed by them correlate with the dynamic heterogeneity [45] . These findings support that the liquid-glass transition is not solely a dynamic behavior but also accompanied with subtle changes of structures.
In Summary, we present evidences of the intrinsic link between the microscopic local density and the slow dynamics as well as dynamic heterogeneity of the glassforming liquids. We find, at a large density range, that the difference of the dynamics of the LJ and WCA systems can be completely captured by the cluster size characterized by the relatively dense-packed particles, although the normally used static pair correlations and the statistical property of the Voronoi volume remain blind to the dynamics. The extracted static length scale of the dense-packed particles directly corresponds to the degree of supercooling and also the relaxation time of the glass-formers. The temporarily but continuously formed locally dense-packed structural environment may be the origin of the slow dynamics and dynamic heterogeneity in the glass-forming liquids. Our findings open a new way to study the central problem of glass transition and may also stimulate more experimental work on the structural nature of slow dynamics and dynamic heterogeneity. The system information The present studied systems consist of N = 3074 − 4865 (depending on ρ) with 80% A and 20% B particles. The potential between particles α and β is V αβ (r) = 4ǫ αβ [(σ αβ /r αβ ) 12 − (σ αβ /r αβ ) 6 + C αβ ], when r αβ is smaller than the potential cutoff r c αβ , and zero otherwise. Here, α, β ∈ {A, B}. The interaction parameters are given by σ AB /σ AA = 0.8, σ BB /σ AA = 0.88, ǫ AB /ǫ AA = 1.5, and ǫ BB /ǫ AA = 0.5. The potential is truncated and shifted at r c αβ , i.e., 2 1/6 σ αβ for WCA system and 2.5σ αβ for LJ system. C αβ guarantees V αβ (r c αβ ) = 0. Length, energy and time are recorded in units of σ AA , ǫ AA and mσ 2 AA /ǫ AA , respectively. The simulations are performed in the N V T ensemble with periodic boundary conditions. The Newton's equations of motion were integrated with the velocity form of the Verlet algorithm and the temperature T was maintained by the Nosé-Hoover thermostat [1, 2] . In order to obtain reliable results and improve the statistics, for each state point, we average the results over eight independent runs. All the simulations are performed with in-house GALAMOST software package [3] .
We measure the intermediate scattering functions of
where r j is the position vector of particle j, < · · · > indicates the thermal average, i = √ −1 and the wave number q p = 7.3 corresponds to the first peak of the static structure factor. The similarity of the static pair correlations and differences of the relaxation dynamics at different degrees of supercooling for ρ = 1.2 and ρ = 1.9 are shown in Fig. S1 . Clearly, the pair correlations cannot account for the differences in dynamics for glassforming liquids.
We show in Fig. S2 the VFT (Eq. (3) in the paper) fitting results of temperature dependence of the relaxation time in the whole density range we studied for both LJ and WCA systems. Clearly, the T dependence of τ α remarkably agree with the VFT equation for all the state points investigated.
The comparison of q d (t) and q l (t) at different temperatures for ρ = 1.2 in both the LJ system and the WCA system can be seen in Fig. S3 . The curves show onestep decay at higher temperatures and two-step decay at lower temperatures, which is akin to the T dependence of the intermediate scattering functions curves always lie up the curves of q l (t) before decaying to 0 even at high temperatures. This shows that the locally dense-packed particles always relax more slowly than the loosely packed particles, and this phenomenon is more pronounced in the supercooled regime. Results for the high ρ data show similar behavior (data not shown). Thus, it can be concluded that the dynamic heterogeneity has a clear structural origin, i.e., the heterogeneity of local density.
Results obtained from another definition of densely packed particles
To study whether the definition of dense-packed particles influences our results, we check our data by using another definition of them. As described in the main text, the statical distribution of the normalized Voronoi volumes is universal in the density range we studied for both LJ and WCA systems. Inspired by it, particles whose Voronoi volume satisfies (v− < v >)/σ v < −1.2, are defined as the dense-packed ones. Based on this def- inition, we calculate the averaged cluster size < N c > and show in Fig. S4 the < N c > data of ρ = 1.2 and ρ = 1.9 for both the LJ and WCA systems. Compared with results shown in Fig. 2 in the main text, the values of < N c > are smaller since the number of densely packed particles approximately accounts for 10% of the total particles and this percentage is less than 13% defined in the main text. Despite of quantitative differences, the qualitative results are very similar for both these two definitions of dense-packed particles. At ρ = 1.2, < N c > is larger for LJ system and curves show big difference from WCA system. However, at ρ = 1.9 the two curves are very close, which implies that < N c > has a clear connection with the dynamics, as has been discussed in the main text.
We extract the static length scale from the above < N c > data by using the function ξ = 3 √ < N c >, and we show in Fig. S5 the fitting results of Eq. (2) and Eq. (4) of the main text. Similar to Fig. 3(b) and 3(c) of the main text, data collapse on the line defined by these two equations, indicating that the defined static length scale correlates well with the degree of supercooling and also the relaxation time. All the above results indicate that the definition of the densely packed particles has no qualitative influence on the results, and a reasonable definition is expected to obtain similar qualitative results.
Discussions on some fitting parameters
Next we discuss the values of A and ξ 0 extracted from fitting the T dependence of ξ with a function of Eq. (2) shown in the main text. We plot in Fig. S6 their dependence on density ρ for both LJ and WCA systems. Since the values quantitatively depend on the definition of the dense-packed particles, we obtain two sets of fitting parameters, i.e., A1 (ξ 0 1) and A2 (ξ 0 2), which correspond to the definition of densely packed particles used in the main text and in the SM, respectively. In Ref. [4] , the temperature T dependence of length scale (ξ ′ ) extracted from the structural order parameter can be described by
, where d is the spatial dimension of the system. Note that the adjustable parameter ξ ′ 0 used in their work is the order of the particle radius, but the fitting is poor for us to use this value as our ξ 0 in Eq. (2) of the main text. As a result, it is meaningless to compare the value of A with 2/d reported in Ref. [4] . We have checked that our ξ 0 value roughly corresponds to the static length scale at the onset temperature (or a little below than the onset temperature) for each density in both LJ and WCA systems. It has been reported that the temperature dependence of the static point-toset length scale of the LJ and WCA systems collapse when the length is scaled by its onset temperature value and T is scaled by the onset temperature [5] , although in a relatively small temperature range. In a larger range of supercooling this scaling collapse is found to break down in the hard spheres system [6] . Our results may provide a more universal relation between the static length scale and temperature, as shown in Eq. (2) in the main text. It can be seen from Fig. S6 that the ρ dependence of these two sets of A and ξ 0 are qualitatively similar. The value of A (both A1 and A2) decreases as increasing ρ for LJ system while this value has little dependence on ρ for WCA system. The difference of value A1 (or A2) for the two systems shrinks as increasing ρ and is about to disappear at ρ = 1.9. Similar behavior occurs in ξ 0 1 (or ξ 0 2). This is quite reminiscent of the different dynamics for LJ and WCA systems at different ρ. Our results indicate that the two fitting parameters A and ξ 0 are depending on the intrinsic properties of the system and are quantitatively impacted by the definition of densely packed particles. It should be noted that the range of the fitting parameters for different densities for both LJ and WCA systems is relatively small. However, we find that the fitting parameters are very sensitive to the fitting results, and a little change of the value of fitting parameters can lead to obvious deviations from our data. Thus, the data collapse of Eq. (2) in the main text is not due to certain small values of A but due to the intrinsic system properties.
Test of the generality of our method in other glass models
To test whether it is general that the locally densepacked structural environment is the structural signature of slow dynamics, we study other two different mod-els. The first one is the Wahnström (Wahn) system [7] . It is a 50:50 binary Lennard-Jones mixture of spheres whose interaction parameters are very different from the Kob-Andersen model. The interaction parameters for the Wahn model are σ AB /σ AA = 0.916, σ BB /σ AA = 0.833, ǫ AB = ǫ BB = ǫ AA , and m B /m A = 0.5. The potentials are cut and shifted at 2.5σ αβ . In the following, simulation results will be described in terms of the reduced units σ AA , ǫ AA and mσ 2 AA /ǫ AA for length, temperature, and time, respectively. We investigate the Wahn system with N W = 3000 particles at the number density ρ W = 1.297 in the temperature range T = 5.0 to T = 0.58. The mode-coupling temperature for this system is T c ≈ 0.56 [8, 9] .
The second system we investigate is a 50:50 binary mixture of N H = 3000 harmonic spheres (Harm) with the number density ρ H = 0.675 [10] . All particles have the same mass m and the interaction potential is given by V αβ (r) = 0.5ǫ(1 − r/σ αβ ) 2 , if r αβ < σ αβ and 0 otherwise. The interaction parameters are σ AB /σ AA = 1.2, σ BB /σ AA = 1.4. Length, energy and time are reported in units of σ AA , 10 −4 ǫ and mσ 2 AA /ǫ, respectively. The temperature range we studied for this system is T = 50 to T = 5.5 and the mode-coupling temperature is T c ≈ 5.2 [9] [10] [11] . We also perform the molecular dynamics simulation with in-house GALAMOST software package [3] for the above two systems. Temperature is maintained by the Nosé-Hoover thermostat and the integration time steps are 0.005 and 0.04 for the Warn system and the Harm system, respectively. Results are also averaged over eight independent runs for the two systems.
We present the T dependence of τ α and also the VFT fitting results for the above two systems in Fig. S7 . Clearly, the VFT relation provides a good description of the results for both the Wahn and the Harm systems, especially at lower temperatures.
To obtain the static length scales of these two systems, we also define 13% of particles with the largest local den- A . Since the deviation from the VFT relation (see Fig. S8 ) for the data points of the two highest temperatures of the Wahn system, we didn't provide the data of T = 5.0 and T = 4.0 in this figure. sity as the locally dense-packed particles (this definition is the same as that in the main text). Then, we evaluate the number averaged cluster size < N c > formed by the densely packed particles. The static length scale is thus obtained from ξ = 3 √ < N c >. We show in Fig.  S8 the temperature dependence of the length scale ξ for both Wahn and Harm systems. Clearly, ξ increases as decreasing temperature for both these two systems, which indicates that this kind of definition of ξ can also capture the static structure differences between high temperature and low temperature glass-forming liquids. On the other hand, the T dependence of ξ can be well fitted by Eq. (2) of the main text, indicating that the static length scale has a correspondence relationship with the degree of supercooling (characterized by T 0 /(T − T 0 )) for both the Warn and the Harm systems.
From Fig. S7 and Fig. S8 , we can easily obtain the relationship between ξ and τ α (see Eq. (4) in the main text). In Fig. S9 , we plot ξ/ξ 0 against [1/Dlog(τ α /τ 0 )]
A . Slight deviations from perfect data collapse can be seen,
